Assessment of agreement under nonstandard conditions using regression models for mean and variance.
The total deviation index of Lin and Lin et al. is an intuitive approach for the assessment of agreement between two methods of measurement. It assumes that the differences of the paired measurements are a random sample from a normal distribution and works essentially by constructing a probability content tolerance interval for this distribution. We generalize this approach to the case when differences may not have identical distributions -- a common scenario in applications. In particular, we use the regression approach to model the mean and the variance of differences as functions of observed values of the average of the paired measurements, and describe two methods based on asymptotic theory of maximum likelihood estimators for constructing a simultaneous probability content tolerance band. The first method uses bootstrap to approximate the critical point and the second method is an analytical approximation. Simulation shows that the first method works well for sample sizes as small as 30 and the second method is preferable for large sample sizes. We also extend the methodology for the case when the mean function is modeled using penalized splines via a mixed model representation. Two real data applications are presented.